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Company: Jobly.fi

Location: Denmark

Category: other-general

QA engineer

Our mission  The financial system is in trouble. It’s just not working for most people. The

cost of living is increasing faster than salaries, inflation is eating away on hard earned

savings, and it seems like there’s no end to how unfair the game is. But, there’s always light

for those that dare look for it. Dealflows mission is to back the brave entrepreneurs who do

with financial superpowers.

 Our product Dealflow is a next-generation invoicing platform for online entrepreneurs, and

the only of its kind to offer free global transfers, instant payouts and workflow automation in one

place. Check out our website here.

 Our origin We care about freelancers, founders and the self employed. Read our origin

story here.

Why you should care about this role

We empower the most driven people on the planet.  You'll get in close contact with them

as you build the product that will shape how their business grows.

You'll significantly shape our product market fit.  It's day 1 for us, so you'll get a chance

to make our product, your product.

We're remote first.  You get to live anywhere in the CET±2h timezone. Overall we

always try to make life really easy for you. We do meetings when they're really needed.

Not by default.
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What we're looking for

Experience in building automated testing in both front-end and back-end

Strong knowledge of python & Typescript

Experience with MySQL

Experience in building test results and providing analysis

Experience with server less architecture

Experience with next JS

Experience in AWS ecosystem

Experience with Selenium, cypress and others

Experience in load and performance testing

High attention to detail: obsession for scalable systems, pixel perfect design

implementation

Hands-on with CI/CD

We use GitHub Actions, AWS code deploy

Working knowledge of cyber security

Experience with postman

Bonus points for

Submitting your application with GitHub links to applications you have developed

Your responsibilities

Work on a disruptive financial product that’s still in its early stages

Owning the design process, implementation, and verification of framework components

leveraging standard software engineering methodologies

Translating functional and technical requirements into detailed architecture and design



that creates a joyful experience for the end user.

Be responsible to drive innovation, improving performance, scalability, and

maintainability.

How will we assess things?

We care about dialogue. In many cases, we might learn more about you from the questions

you ask us, than we do from the questions we ask you.

Our steps:

1 . Initial interview with Seb (30 - 45 minutes)

2 . Technical assessment with Sid (1h)

1 . Run us through a project you're really proud of.

2 . Technical challenge

3 . Interview with the tech team (1h)

4 . Final interview with Seb (1h)

Apply Now
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